
 

                                                                                                                                                         

 

Book Club Kits – November 2022 
 
 
Apples Never Fall by Liane Moriarty 

If your mother was missing, would you tell the police? Even if the most obvious suspect 
was your father? This is the dilemma facing the four grown Delaney siblings. 

 

Carrie Soto is Back by Taylor Jenkins Reid 

Carrie Soto is fierce, and her determination to win at any cost has not made her 
popular. But by the time she retires from tennis, she is the best player the world has 
ever seen. She has shattered every record and claimed twenty Grand Slam titles. And 
if you ask Carrie, she is entitled to every one. But six years after her retirement, Carrie 
finds herself sitting in the stands of the 1994 US Open, watching her record be taken 
from her by a brutal, stunning player named Nicki Chan. 
 
At thirty-seven years old, Carrie makes the monumental decision to come out of 
retirement and be coached by her father for one last year in an attempt to reclaim her 
record. Even if the sports media says that they never liked “the Battle-Axe” anyway. 
Even if her body doesn’t move as fast as it did. And even if it means swallowing her 
pride to train with a man she once almost opened her heart to: Bowe Huntley. Like her, 
he has something to prove before he gives up the game forever. 
 

Crying in H Mart by Michelle Zauner 

In this exquisite story of family, food, grief, and endurance, Michelle Zauner proves 
herself far more than a dazzling singer, songwriter, and guitarist. With humor and 
heart, she tells of growing up the only Asian-American kid at her school in Eugene, 
Oregon; of struggling with her mother's particular, high expectations of her; of a painful 
adolescence; of treasured months spent in her grandmother's tiny apartment in Seoul, 
where she and her mother would bond, late at night, over heaping plates of food. As 
she grew up, moving to the east coast for college, finding work in the restaurant 
industry, performing gigs with her fledgling band--and meeting the man who would 
become her husband--her Koreanness began to feel ever more distant, even as she 
found the life she wanted to live. It was her mother's diagnosis of terminal pancreatic 
cancer that forced a reckoning with her identity and brought her to reclaim the gifts of 
taste, language, and history her mother had given her. 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                                         

 

Lessons in Chemistry by Bonnie Garmus 

In the early 1960s, chemist and single mother Elizabeth Zott, the reluctant star of 
Americas most beloved cooking show due to her revolutionary skills in the kitchen, 
uses this opportunity to dare women to change the status quo. 
 

The Lincoln Highway by Amor Towles 

In June, 1954, eighteen-year-old Emmett Watson is driven home to Nebraska by the 
warden of the juvenile work farm where he has just served fifteen months for 
involuntary manslaughter. His mother long gone, his father recently deceased, and the 
family farm foreclosed upon by the bank, Emmett's intention is to pick up his eight-
year-old brother, Billy, and head to California where they can start their lives anew. But 
when the warden drives away, Emmett discovers that two friends from the work farm 
have hidden themselves in the trunk of the warden's car. Together, they have hatched 
an altogether different plan for Emmett's future, one that will take them all on a fateful 
journey in the opposite direction - to the City of New York. 
 

Marriage Portrait by Maggie O’Farrell 

Florence, the 1550s. Lucrezia, third daughter of the grand duke, is comfortable with her 
obscure place in the palazzo: free to wonder at its treasures, observe its clandestine 
workings, and devote herself to her own artistic pursuits. But when her older sister dies 
on the eve of her wedding to the ruler of Ferrara, Modena and Reggio, Lucrezia is 
thrust unwittingly into the limelight: the duke is quick to request her hand in marriage, 
and her father just as quick to accept on her behalf. 
  
Having barely left girlhood behind, Lucrezia must now enter an unfamiliar court whose 
customs are opaque and where her arrival is not universally welcomed. Perhaps most 
mystifying of all is her new husband himself, Alfonso. Is he the playful sophisticate he 
appeared to be before their wedding, the aesthete happiest in the company of artists 
and musicians, or the ruthless politician before whom even his formidable sisters seem 
to tremble? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

The Measure by Nikki Erlick 

It seems like any other day. You wake up, pour a cup of coffee, and head out. 

But today, when you open your front door, waiting for you is a small wooden box. This 
box holds your fate inside: the answer to the exact number of years you will live. 

From suburban doorsteps to desert tents, every person on every continent receives the 
same box. In an instant, the world is thrust into a collective frenzy. Where did these 
boxes come from? What do they mean? Is there truth to what they promise? 

As society comes together and pulls apart, everyone faces the same shocking choice: 
Do they wish to know how long they’ll live? And, if so, what will they do with that 
knowledge? 

 

Our Missing Hearts by Celeste Ng 

Twelve-year-old Bird Gardner lives a quiet existence with his loving but broken father, 
a former linguist who now shelves books in a university library. His mother Margaret, a 
Chinese American poet, left the family when he was nine years old without a trace. Bird 
knows to not ask too many questions, stand out too much, or stray too far. For a 
decade, his family's life has been governed by laws written to preserve “American 
culture” in the wake of years of economic instability and violence. To keep the peace 
and restore prosperity, the authorities are now allowed to relocate children of 
dissidents, especially those of Asian origin, and libraries have been forced to remove 
books seen as unpatriotic. 
  
Bird has grown up disavowing his mother and her poems; he doesn’t know her work or 
what happened to her, and he knows he shouldn’t wonder. But when he receives a 
mysterious letter containing only a cryptic drawing, he is pulled into a quest to find her. 
His journey will take him back to the many folktales she poured into his head as a child, 
through the ranks of an underground network of librarians, into the lives of the children 
who have been taken, and finally to New York City, where a new act of defiance may 
be the beginning of much-needed change. 

 

The Paris Apartment by Lucy Foley 

Arriving in Paris to stay with her brother Ben, Jess learns that he has gone missing, 
and to find him, starts digging into his life, realizing even though she has come to the 
City of Lights to escape her past, it’s his future hanging in the balance.  



 

                                                                                                                                                         

 

 

The Paris Library by Janet Skeslien Charles 

Paris, 1939: Young and ambitious Odile Souchet has it all: her handsome police officer 
beau and a dream job at the American Library in Paris. When the Nazis march into 
Paris, Odile stands to lose everything she holds dear, including her beloved library. 
Together with her fellow librarians, Odile joins the Resistance with the best weapons 
she has: books. But when the war finally ends, instead of freedom, Odile tastes the 
bitter sting of unspeakable betrayal. 

Montana, 1983: Lily is a lonely teenager looking for adventure in small-town Montana. 
Her interest is piqued by her solitary, elderly neighbor. As Lily uncovers more about her 
neighbor’s mysterious past, she finds that they share a love of language, the same 
longings, and the same intense jealousy, never suspecting that a dark secret from the 
past connects them. 

 

Twice A Daughter by Julie Ryan McCue (Local Author) 

Julie is adopted. She is also a twin. Because their adoption was closed, she and her 
sister lack both a health history and their adoption papers—which becomes an issue 
for Julie when, at forty-eight years old, she finds herself facing several health issues. 

Julie’s search for her birth relatives spans eight years and involves a search agency, a 
PI, a confidential intermediary, a judge, an adoption agency, a social worker, and a 
genealogist. By journey’s end, what began as a simple desire for a family medical 
history has evolved into a complicated quest—one that unearths secrets, lies, and 
family members that are literally right next door. 


